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Editorial Note
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New Members

Mike Gasson
Newsletter editors have been encouraged by Butterfly Conservation to “cross 

fertilize” by including interesting articles from other branches and we have two in this 
issue. Roland Rogers recommended the article on white butterflies and solar energy by 
Roger Hooper (page 30) that was first featured in Cornwall’s “The Butterfly Observer”. We 
also have a contribution from the European Interests Group (EIG) in the form of an article 
on holidays in Greece from Simon Spencer (page 22).

Closer to home Kevin Radley sent in a heartfelt piece on habitat damage caused by 
careless photographers and illustrated his text with some of his own artwork (page 24). 
Kiri Stuart-Clarke made a point of starting her AGM presentation with this issue and it was 
highlighted during the BC field trip to Holt Country Park, where conservation areas had 
been damaged by people trying to photograph Silver-washed Fritillaries.

We have included reports from the Norfolk Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey 
(page 26) that are usually in the Spring Newsletter. Due to delayed data supply to Julian 
Bull they had to be carried over, so note that data is for the 2015 season. Also, Julian 
has decided to step down from this role and we are looking for a new co-ordinator. Alan 
Dawson is taking care of this in the interim.

The issue of electronic versions of Newsletters was raised at the AGM and it is 
addressed by Judy Dunmore on page 15. Clearly, printing and distribution costs for 
hard copy paper versions are significant, although our newsletter is relatively modest in 
comparison with some other organisations. The use of colour is restricted to reduce costs 
and in any case it is supported by donations. Roland Rogers has kindly contributed the 
colour production costs for this issue. Whist we try to make the most of what colour space 
we have to display butterfly photographs the contribution of a black & white cartoon 
by Kevin Radley makes me wonder if there are other artists out there who might be 
interested in adding some non-colour illustration to other pages in future issues. In general, 
contributions from any of our members are very welcome so don’t be shy in sending in 
interesting observations. All we need is some text and, if wanted, illustrative image files. 

Judy Dunmore
A very warm welcome to everyone who has joined this summer. You should all 

have received a letter from our Membership Secretary, Karen, and hopefully some of you 
have already attended a field trip or come along to the AGM. If, on joining, you chose 
not to opt-in for email contact, can we ask you to re-consider. You will not be bombarded 
with emails; Karen sends out a monthly update on what is happening in the Branch with 
a reminder of the up-and-coming field trips and indoor talks. She will never share your 
details with any other organisation but, on occasions, there are important things we want 
to tell you, such as last minute changes etc, and this is the most efficient way of contacting 
you. Please email her husbandkaren@ymail.com and ask to be put on her list. In the mean-
time, we look forward to welcoming you at one of the winter indoor meetings.



Chairman’s Notes
Judy Dunmore

We have come to the end of what seems to have been a very topsy-turvy summer 
as far as butterflies and moths are concerned. The spring and early summer were dire 
although August and September seemed to redeem things somewhat. It was ironical that, 
just as HO put out a plea for Small Tortoiseshell records, we had an emergence in Norfolk. 
However, Small Copper, Common Blue and White Admiral (to name just a few) seem to 
have only been seen in very small numbers. The tetrad bashing that Giles and I did in July 
was very hard work. We struggled to record even five species even though the weather 
was reasonable. I fear that Andy’s annual report next spring will make depressing reading. 
Please get all your records in to him as soon as possible.

Dingy and Grizzled Skipper surveys on the Cut-Off Channel and Leziate Country 
Park revealed serious decreases in numbers – we found no Grizzled at all at Leziate. We 
are looking at this with Sharon Hearle, our Regional Officer, and hope to instigate some 
management work. Funds have been earmarked for this purpose but as yet nothing has been 
firmed up.

The appeal against refusal to renew a Water Extraction License by a farmer at 
Catfield was rejected and the original decision has been upheld. Our thanks must go to 
Richard Mason of the RSPB, who oversees our management there, for so eloquently 
representing our interests. Regrettably it was not possible to hold a Swallowtail Open Day 
at Catfield Fen this year. However, now that Mike Gasson has taken over the role of liaison, 
we hope to be able to hold one again in 2017.

Karen went to a great deal of effort to again organise a New Member’s Day this year. 
Of the 190 invitations she sent out only 25 people responded, 17 initially accepted but only 
7 actually attended on the day. This was a disappointing response and leaves the committee 
needing to consider whether all the effort and expense is justified.

We have very recently received a £1000 legacy in memory of Ursula Jackson. Ursula 
was a life member and long-standing committee member and was sadly missed when she 
stood down a few years ago. The committee will be considering how best to use the money.  

There were lots of new faces at the Hethersett meeting and I hope to see some of 
those at our indoor meetings during the winter. If anyone feels they would like to volunteer 
to join the committee I would be delighted to hear from them. You don’t need to have a 
specific role, just bring along some fresh ideas.
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Recent AGM
Judy Dunmore

Our annual Members’ afternoon, photographic competition and AGM this year was 
attended by 69 people (including seven visitors). We were extremely privileged to welcome 
Matthew Oates, Conservation Officer for the National Trust, as our main speaker. Matthew 
entertained everyone with a very original presentation about searching and monitoring 
Purple Emperors and other butterflies − no-one wanted his talk to end. His enthusiasm 
for nature was boundless; it is a pity it is now autumn as I am sure his talk made us all 
want to get out in the field. Having travelled for the day from Gloucestershire, he was 
unable to stay all afternoon so, after answering questions and signing copies of his book 
‘In Pursuit of Butterflies’, we reluctantly had to get him back to the station. However, it 
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seems likely that we will try and arrange an out-of-county field trip to Fermyn Woods in 
Northamptonshire in the hope of seeing Purple Emperors in 2017.

Tea and home-made cakes followed whilst everyone voted for their favourite 
photographs.  The quality, as usual, was excellent but unfortunately there were less entries 
this year. The images were again of varied subjects, butterflies, moths and caterpillars taken 
both in the UK and abroad. One overall winner was chosen and presented with a signed 
copy of Matthew’s book. 

The business of the afternoon followed and as usual, as Chairman, I gave a general 
overview of the year. Our membership has now reached at least 788 households, Twitter 
Followers around 2000 and occasionally the Facebook posts have reached nearly 1000 
people. The website continues to be up-graded and members were urged to embrace all 
these social media tools and put the website into their ‘Favourites’. A plea was again made 
for email address to be given to our membership secretary so she can keep people informed 
monthly – she will never pass the details on.

Attendance at Public Events had been cut back even further this year due to no-
one coming forward to take responsibility for getting everything ready in advance and 
managing the days. Andy, however, had represented the Branch at a number of Biobliz, 
taken walks and run id workshops for other organisations. More field trips and moth-
opening events have taken place. Indoor winter meetings continued as usual at Blakeney 
and support for the Norwich meetings means these will continue for the time being.

Mandy Gluth, who had been a committee member for 17 years and served 9 years as 
a National Trustee, stood down. Mandy has been our Catfield Liaison Officer, Health and 
Safety Officer and worked on translocations and subsequent monitoring of Silver-studded 
Blues. She was thanked for all her hard work. We welcomed Walter Sadler, who joined as 
Deputy Treasurer, but no other volunteers were forthcoming. I informed those present that 
I wish to stand down as Chairman next year. I have been a committee member for 27 years 
and been at the helm of the Branch for the last 17 years.

The afternoon concluded with a presentation by our Publicity Officer, Kiri Stuart-
Clarke. Kiri is an accomplished photographer and gave tips on how to improve technics 
when photographing butterflies. Hopefully some of those present will be inspired to try 
out some of these tricks of the trade; I look forward to seeing the results in next year’s 
photographic competition. Kiri manages our Facebook page and examples of her photos 
can often be seen there.

Lastly, I am delighted to able to report that Patrick Barkham has agreed to be our 
main speaker next year (September 30th).

We would like, once again, to be able to attend Events where we have an opportunity 
to speak with the general public about butterflies and moths, explain how they can help 
by planting insect-friendly plants and/or encourage them to become members of Butterfly 
Conservation. For this we need a volunteer to be responsible for overseeing arrangements 
etc. We turn down many requests each year, some of which we would really like to be 
able to take up. If you think you could take on this role or would just like to find out more, 
please contact Judy Dunmore.

Volunteer Needed
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Field Trips and Events 2016/2017
When organising the field trips we take every care to ensure that our events present no 
greater hazard than any other countryside walk. However please note the following:

Clothing – generally stout shoes are needed, a sun hat and sun screen are advisable in hot 
weather; insect repellent can be useful.

Refreshments – bring plenty of liquids in hot weather and a packed lunch where 
appropriate.

Weather – if the forecast is poor, contact the leader to check if the event is going ahead.

Friday 2nd December – 7.30pm United Reform Church, Ipswich Road, Norwich
‘Waifs and Strays’ - the odd, the unusual and the rare insects that have turned up in the 
eastern counties over the years.  An illustrated talk by Andy Brazil, our county recorder. 
The Hall is south of the ring road, access via Lyhart Road.  Postcode NR4 6QR - see 
website for map. 
Contact: Ann Carpenter  Tel: 01508 488337     

Wednesday 4th January – 7.30 pm Blakeney Scout Hut
Members Open Evening
A chance to show your butterfly, moth and other wildlife photos from 2016.  A laptop and 
digital projector will be available.
Postcode NR25 7PQ – see website for map
Contact: Walter Sadler, Tel: 01263 710216

Wednesday 1st March – 7.30pm at Blakeney Scout Hut HQ
A cruise down the Brahmaputra – an illustrated talk by Alan Dawson
Postcode NR25 7PQ – see website for map
Contact: Judy Dunmore, Tel: 01263 822550

Friday 24th March – 7.30pm United Reform Church, Ipswich Road, Norwich
Butterfly Adventures in Europe – and illustrated talk by Bernard Watts
Postcode NR4 6QR - see website for map
Contact: Judy Dunmore, Tel: 01263 822550

Wednesday 3rd May – 7.30pm at Blakeney Scout Hut HQ
Botswana and Namibia – a Natural History Safari.  An illustrated talk by Avril Monteath
Postcode NR25 7PQ – see website for map
Contact: Contact: Walter Sadler, Tel: 01263 710216

Sunday 14th May – Field Trip to Cut-Off Channel at Stoke Ferry
Target species – Dingy and Grizzled Skipper
Directions:  From Mundford take the A134 to Stoke Ferry.  At Stoke Ferry roundabout take 
2nd exit into village, turn left just after the church, continue and turn left into School Lane 
and meet at the end  TL696990 – see website for map
Contact: Ann Carpenter  Tel: 01508 488337



                                                                2015/16                                        2014/15
INCOME                                               £                        £                        £                        £

Subscriptions 3,636 3,480
Donations 1,046 1,065
Interest 39 ---
Catfield Fen Reserve

Donation 35 39
Sales at Events 310 711
VAT Refund 6 32
Fundraising 163 145
Refreshments 40 74
Refund of Room Hire Deposit -  100
Refund of Bank Charge   -  5,275 24 5,670

                                                               
EXPENDITURE

Catfield Fen Management 850 1,007
Newsletter 2,089 1,728
Cost of Sales Goods 117 233
VAT Paid 16 22
Office Expenses 322 302
Publicity 48 171
Travel Expenses -Conservation 57 26
                            -Events 264 257
                            -Surveys 25 35
Insurance --- --
Equipment 59      57
Repair of Equipment at Kelling 500    -
AGM Lecturer’s Fee -                                                 45
Room Hire for Meetings 1150                                              90
Bank Charges                                       -                   4,462                  24             3,997

SURPLUS(DEFICIT) FOR YEAR                             813                                     1,673

BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION NORFOLK BRANCH

Income and Expendature Accounts for the Year Ended 31st March 2016

A more detailed version of these accounts is available from the Treasurer on request.

These accounts have been independently examined and approved.
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                                                                 2015/16                                      2014/15
CURRENT ASSETS                             £                        £                        £                       £

Stock for Sale 452 396
Debtors 73 37
Prepayments 85 133
Current Account at Bank 5,916 15,189 
Deposit Account  ----10,039 ---- 
Cash Float                                          40                16,605                 40               15,795

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Creditors     -    (3)

TOTAL NET ASSETS                                               16,605                                      15,792

ACCUMULATED FUND

Balance brought forward 1st April 2015 15,792 14,119

Surplus(Deficit) for year  813  1,673

Balance carried forward 31st March 2016 16,605 15,792
                                                               
FINANCIAL RESERVES POLICY

The Committee has determined that most of the Accumulated Fund will be allocated as follows:-

                                                                                                     £                                 £
Reserve against reduction in income (6 months’

estimated expenditure) 2,000

Restricted Reserves:
Unspent maintenance grants for Catfield Fen Reserve nil

Designated Reserves:
Provision for support to Norfolk Moth Survey 250
Dingy & Grizzled Skipper Conservation Project 6,000
Purchase of Projector 700
Provision for Repair of Machinery at Kelling Heath 600
Leaflet for new members 700
Replacement Outboard Motor for Workboat 2,000 10,250

 12,250
Roland Rogers
Treasurer

BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION NORFOLK BRANCH

Balance Sheet as at 31st March 2016
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Kiri Stuart-Clarke 
Swifts circling overhead and beautiful hawthorn blossom coloured pure white and 

rich blush pink were the signs of spring that welcomed us to Snettisham Beach for our first 
butterfly foray of 2016. But the weather was less than auspicious for butterfly hunting. A 
stiff breeze and seasonally cold temperatures forecast not to top 14 degrees looked set to 
make our field trip seeking Green Hairstreaks and other spring butterflies quite a challenge. 
An optimistic group ventured out in good numbers, though several were wearing winter 
jackets! It was great to see a mix of new joiners and old friends, led by Field Trip Organiser 
Ann and Bob Carpenter. 

The plentiful hawthorn and gorse scrubland did indeed suggest the site was promising 
for our top target the diminutive Green Hairstreak, Britain’s smallest hairstreak and the 
first to emerge in springtime. Along with Britain’s only green butterfly, other early flying 
species on our radar included Wall, Brown Argus and Common Blue butterflies, often seen 
in similar habitats. Our fears of drawing a blank were quickly allayed by an early sighting 
of a cinnabar moth, followed not long after by a Small White Wave carpet moth. Our third 
sighting was also of a moth, but in its larval stage, an exceedingly prickly looking brown-
tail caterpillar nestled up on bramble leaves.

We were a fair walk into the heathland before we saw any signs of a butterfly. Our 
first spot was of a pair of Wall butterflies, tumbling over each other and moving at a fast 
rate of knots in that coastal breeze! Not long after our species count started to increase after 
we found some sheltered sunny banks covered in colt’s foot, trefoil, buttercups and daisies. 
Here we added some beautiful freshly emerged Brown Argus and Common Blues to our 
tally, which gave us hope for a Small Copper sighting. 

The sun strengthened and a single Small Heath and a Red Admiral zoomed past 
and suddenly, true to Ann’s prediction, we started to see some beautiful Small Coppers. 
Sadly though, our target Green Hairstreak remained stubbornly elusive, perhaps in 
hiding due to the cool conditions. Along the way we also spotted several dragonfly and 
damselfly sightings including Southern Hawker and Scarce Chaser dragonflies as well as 
Common Blue and Blue-tailed Damselflies and vivid red bodied, black-legged Large Red 
Damselflies.

By the end of our walk, our count reached a respectable 8 Wall butterflies, and 6 each 
of the newly emerged Small Coppers, Brown Argus and Common Blues. In all we enjoyed 
spotting 10 different butterfly and moth species and 34 individuals – not a bad result for 
such a chilly Spring day! 

Butterflies Moths
Wall (8) Common Blue (6) Cinnabar (3)
Brown Argus (6) Small Copper (6) Burnet (1)
Red Admiral (1) Small Heath (1) Small White Wave (1)

Brown Tail (larva) (3)

Snettisham Field Trip - 24 May 2016
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Photographs from the Snettisham Field Trip by Kiri Stuart-Clarke
Fig. 1: Attending members’ group photograph

Fig. 2: Small Copper     Fig. 3: Brown Tail moth caterpillar
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Round-up of the 2016 Field Trips
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Grayling from Winterton (top left)
Norfolk Hawker from Strumpshaw (top right)

Swallowtail from Strumpshaw (bottom)
Photos by Bob Carpenter

Ann Carpenter
It is about this time each year that I have to start thinking about field trips for the next 

summer season. So in the autumn of last year I was trying to decide where we might visit 
in 2016. In addition to finding butterflies, it is nice to find some of the special places that 
Norfolk is so lucky to have, where the walk itself is enjoyable even if there is not much 
wildlife about.

I decided to take advantage of the many different habitats that we have and 
where some of our specialities are found. Our first trip was on 24th May to Snettisham 
Country Park. This consists of 3km of sand dunes, shrubs and bushes. The bushes are 
mainly hawthorn and were in full blossom looking very beautiful in the spring sunshine.
Unfortunately, although bright, it was a very cold day, with a strong north easterly breeze. 
Thirteen people joined us and in spite of the temperature we had seven different species of 
butterfly and good numbers of Wall, Common Blue, Brown Argus and Small Copper.

Field Trip number two was on 14th June to Strumpshaw Fen. This is an area of 
wetland and floodplain on the River Yare with meadows, grassland, wet woodland and 
pools owned and managed by RSPB. Two of its main species are the Swallowtail butterfly 
and Norfolk Hawker dragonfly. We were joined by twenty people, many of whom had 
never seen a Swallowtail or a Norfolk Hawker. The weather was fine, but the previous days 
had been very wet and we squelched around the meadow to no avail, although staff told us 
that one Swallowtail had been seen earlier. We then went to the Doctor’s garden, but still 
no luck. Somewhat downhearted we made our way back to the RSPB centre and there on 
the flowers in the flower bed outside the centre were two very pristine Swallowtails and a 
Norfolk Hawker was seen on a hedge by the fence. 

There is a lesson to be learned here and my excuse that the long walk was good 
for them and built up the excitement and anticipation did not go down well. The photo 
opportunities were very welcome though.

Field trip number three was on 7th July to Beeston Common, Sheringham. This area 
consists of two adjoining commons amounting to 24.5 hectares of richly diverse habitat 
made up of grassland, heath, marsh fen, woodland and ponds.

It is a delightful place and you could spend all day exploring. Twenty-six species of 
butterflies have been recorded here and it is well known for orchids, other flowering plants 
and dragonflies. My rain cloud was with me so the omens were not good, but thirteen 
people joined us and we were lucky to have Francis Farrow to show us round. We saw 
Meadow Browns, Ringlets and Skippers, but the conditions were not good for butterflies. 
However, Francis pointed out many of the special flowers and orchids and we had a most 
enjoyable walk.

Our fourth trip on 30th July was to Holt Country Park. This is an extensive area of 
mixed woodland, owned by North Norfolk District Council, adjoined by Holt Lowes, 
which is heathland, a site Special Scientific Interest and Special Area of conservation 
owned by Holt Lowes Trustees and managed by NWT. Here we were joined by eighteen 
people on a warm, but overcast morning. Over twenty species of butterflies have been 



recorded here and both White Admiral and Silver-washed Fritillary were on our wish list. 
We were not lucky with butterflies at first so went out on to the Lowes. My rain cloud 
decided to have its fun so after being made thoroughly wet we did find several Keeled 
Skimmers in the stream and when the sun broke through Graylings on the heath. Back in 
the woods with sun still shining we found Silver-washed Fritillaries and White Admirals 
and ten other species, making thirteen in all, a very productive field trip in the end.

Our last trip in Norfolk was on 4th August to Winterton Dunes. This is a ten hectare 
National Nature Reserve managed by Natural England consisting of acidic coastal dunes. 
These are more akin to the dunes across the sea on the Baltic coast, not the usual calcareous 
dunes found elsewhere in Norfolk, which makes them a very special habitat. Fourteen 
people joined us on a clear and sunny, but quite windy day. We found twelve of the twenty 
species that have been recorded there and especially the Dark-green Fritillary. The number 
of Grayling among the dunes was quite amazing and it was nice to see Small Heath, Small 
Copper, and Wall. Gatekeepers were also present in good numbers. This is another site 
where you could spend all day and still not cover the whole area. 

Our final trip was out of the county on Sunday 4th September to Chambers Wood in 
Lincolnshire to find the Brown Hairstreak. Derek Fox of the Lincolnshire group kindly 
gave up his day to show us round, but with no luck. They had a lot of rain up to the 
Saturday and butterflies were few and far between. No Brown Hairstreaks so we will have 
to try again. Perhaps next year? Now I have find some places to visit in 2017. 

Alan Dawson
As in previous years, we have been keeping a watch on the progress of the Chalkhill 

Blue colony at Warham Camp. For those of you new to the Norfolk butterfly scene, this 
colony is a result of an unofficial introduction in about 2007 and over the years has become 
extraordinarily successful, providing one of the great butterfly spectacles of the County (see 
Table, below). It has the distinction, we think, of being the most northerly colony in the 
UK. However, we have always been concerned about its long-term future, given the small 
area of the site and the limited genetic background of the population.

Last year (2015), because of the weather, the site was extremely dry and eroded, 
although there was a reasonable amount of Horseshoe Vetch, the larval food plant. This 
year I visited the site at the end of June, together with Sarah Henderson, who oversees 
the management of the Holkham Estates, and Sharon Hearle, the Butterfly Conservation 
Regional Officer. In complete contrast to 2015, the vegetation on the main banks and 
ditches of the camp was extremely lush and healthy and there was a good quantity of 
Horseshoe Vetch. The spring had, of course, been extraordinarily wet, and conditions had 
been perfect for plant growth.

We measure the butterfly population on the site using the timed-count method. This 
involves a group (5 of us) walking the site and doing a total count of Chalkhill Blues at 
the peak of the flight time. By keeping the number of people and the length of time spent 
counting constant from year to year, the ‘counting effort’ is kept constant and the numbers 
should be comparable on a year-on-year basis. The first problem in 2016 was guessing 
when the peak flight-time was going to be. It had been such a very odd year in terms of 
timing of butterfly emergence that we did not have much information to go on. Chalkhills 
were seen flying as early as mid-July, so the flight period was prolonged. Additionally, in 
previous years, we had received a lot of information about numbers from other visitors 
to the site. This year, the latter information was (ominously) absent. We went and did the 

Chalkhill Blue Surveys 2016

14
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count on 16th August. As for much of 2016, the weather was not perfect, being rather 
breezy, but there were a large number of Meadow Browns and Common Blues on the wing.  
It was immediately obvious that the number of Chalkhill Blues was much fewer than in 
previous years, when we have walked through clouds of them. We counted 220 males and 
27 females. In our past experience, this ratio of males to females (about 8:1) is typical of a 
peak population.  

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Males 22 220 853 1,382 6,133 2,422 2,044 220

Females 2 20 71 94 892 341 195 27
Total 24 240 924 1,476 7,025 2,763 2,239 247

As you can see, there was almost a 90% decrease in numbers compared to 2015. It is 
very difficult to guess as to what has caused such a massive decrease. It has always been a 
possibility, for the reasons given in the first paragraph, but there is a range of factors that 
could be involved. The most obvious one is the weather. The spring and early summer 
where very cold and wet, and this could have affected the larval or pupal stages, or the ants 
that look after them. We were also concerned that the rabbit population may have declined, 
and this, combined with the wet conditions, has raised the sward height too much. In any 
case, we will just have to wait and see what happens next year. Looking back, numbers 
were similar in 2010, and had grown to the astonishing levels of 2013 in three seasons.

Elsewhere in Norfolk, Chalkhill Blues have been seen in previous years at Ringstead 
Down and Cranwich Camp. Once again, in 2016, small numbers were recorded on the 
transect at Ringstead, but none were seen this year at Cranwich.

Silver-studded Blue 2016 Season
Mandy Gluth

This year had another late start for the Silver-studded Blue flight period with the first 
sighting on 19th June at Kelling Heath and the last on 6th August at East Ruston Common.  
The peak counts from each site are shown in the table below.

Kelling Heath –Thank you very much again to John Wagstaff who, despite recent 
health problems and accidents, has produced some very extensive figures for Kelling 
Heath. This year’s good news is that the butterflies have managed to find their way to the 
top of Telegraph Hill and fingers crossed, the population will spread in that direction. John 
and the contractor, Kevin Jones, manage the site sensitively, creating corridors for the 
butterflies to increase their range. Thanks are due to the Kelling Heath Trustees and Ed 
Stocker of Norfolk County Council for their support.

Buxton Heath – Thank you to Alan Dawson for his recording both on and off 
transect. Also to Alan’s regular band of helpers. Thank you to NWT, Forestry Commission 
and the Buxton Heath Wildlife Group who between them manage the heath and the 
adjoining forestry ride to the north.

East Ruston Common – The ‘Eastern Front’ is entering a new era. We have two new 
recorders for the site: Darrell Yaxley and Stephanie Anderson. Thank you very much to 
them both for volunteering to monitor the site regularly. Agent 76 had a gradual handover 
with them this year. The Norfolk Branch would like to offer a huge thank you to Agent 76 
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for his unstinting service on the Common spanning twelve years. Thank you to Natural 
England for the management.

Cawston Heath and Reversion Field – Mike Wright has done it again – he managed 
to find five SSBs in the Reversion Field at Cawston Heath.  His perseverance is legendary.  
Thank you to the NWT for managing this site.

PEAK COUNT SUMMARY

Site 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012
Kelling Heath 339 303 324 562 163
Buxton Heath 403 211 249 422 214

East Ruston Common 252 231 160 204 47
Cawston Heath Reversion 5 7 2 5 0

I shall be handing over the job of Silver-studded Blue Co-ordinator to Alan Dawson prior 
to the 2017 season. This year I have become a grandma twice over and am spending a 
lot of time with my daughters and their families. So, it is time to adapt to my new role; I 
have stood down from the Committee, but there is always space for some fresh ideas and 
enthusiasm. Please consider joining the Committee and broadening your horizons.

At the AGM a member queried the cost of printing and posting the two annual is-
sues of this Branch Newsletter. There is no question that this is a considerable cost each 
year but the Branch Committee feel it is an important method of engaging with our local 
membership, keeping you informed of what is going on and giving information about up-
and-coming field trips, meetings and events. This raises the question of using an electronic 
version as an alternative and cheaper option. A show of hands at the AGM indicated that a 
small percentage of those members present would be happy to receive their Newsletters in 
this form, many in the room indicating a preference for the hard copy. However, if you are 
happy to receive your copy electronically and no longer have a printed version delivered by 
post, then this would certainly save branch funds which could then be put to conservation 
use.  Please let our Newsletter Editor, Mike Gasson know (moorend@globalnet.co.uk) and 
he will make the necessary arrangements.  

Electronic Newsletters

Photographic Show Winners 2016
The British Class in the 2016 photographic competition was won by Roger Fay with 

a Puss Moth larva (inside front cover). The Overseas class was won by Harry Faull with a 
Purple-Shot Copper, photographed in Vercors, France (front cover). Harry took the overall 
winner’s prize; a signed copy of Matthew Oates book. Many thanks to all who entered the 
competiton and do think about entering something next year!
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Work Party - Help Needed
We are hoping to get permission to do some scrub clearance at Leziate Pits/Bawsey 

Country Park to keep area in good condition for the Dingy Skippers. The work will involve 
using hand tools on low vegetation to keep the area from scrubbing over. Early March is 
the intended time and it will probably be a weekday; equipment will be provided. The more 
people we have the larger the area we will be able to clear. If you feel you could help work 
please get in touch with me, preferably by email (judy.dunmore@tiscali.co.uk), and give 
your phone number so that you can be contacted nearer the time when more details will be 
available.

Wider Countryside Monitoring Scheme
Judy Dunmore

Firstly many thanks to all those who walked their Wider-Countryside square this 
summer. Fortunately the weather improved by the time July and August came although 
I suspect everyone, like myself, found the numbers of butterflies on the wing to be very 
disappointing. If you didn’t manage to master the new computer recording system, don’t 
worry, help will be at hand next year. Julian Bull, our Co-ordinator, has decided to stand 
aside as from 2017 and we are urgently looking for someone to take on this role. It is not 
an onerous task. The main duties involve contacting people at the beginning of the season 
to make sure they are still available, endeavouring to find replacements if necessary and 
giving help and advice where needed. Please contact me if you feel you could take this on 
or if you would like to know more about what it entails. In the short term, Alan Dawson is 
the person to contact and my sincere thanks go to Julian for his hard work over the past 4 
seasons.

Moths Matter
Greg Bond

Last time the question was how the moth populations would fare following the recent 
crazy weather patterns. Well early 2016 was mild and damp, followed by another cold 
spring, conditions which appear to guarantee awful results from moth trapping in the first 
half of the year, and so it proved with perhaps the worst spring in living memory – cold 
and wet and, occasionally and just for variety, very cold and very wet. There was evidence 
locally that butterflies were also affected leading to real concerns about the viability of 
some early species. Common bulk species such as Small and Common Quakers were 
very thin on the ground locally but at least it made counting them easier! Spring and early 
summer pugs were also very thin on the ground, resulting in rather less head-scratching 
than usual. 

One moth which did seem to do well early on was Dotted Chestnut, a striking 
species first recorded in Norfolk in 2013 and now seemingly spreading quite quickly into 
the county with 11 records this year. Most have been in late spring but it has been found in 
late autumn before over wintering.

One event which did cheer a few folk up was the invasion of Diamond-back moths 
in late May/June. Counts of hundreds or even thousands were reported from gardens in 
the county of this small but highly migratory species, which even made the front page 
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of a national newspaper or two! I was away at the time but even when I returned good 
numbers were still being caught and it seems probable the species bred as numbers could 
still be found much later in the year. More details of numbers in Norfolk are I believe being 
included in the latest Norfolk Moth Survey newsletter.

Our moth events were well attended and thanks to all who came and helped – its 
refreshing how cheerful moth-ers can be in the face of wet, cold weather! Our first ever 
visit to the Forestry Commission site at Lynford Arboretum on 17th May was rather spoiled 
by the weather, which also ensured that searching for day flying species and skippers 
didn’t really happen. Several traps were set as usual but only some 25 species were caught, 
with highlights being Maiden’s Blush and Cream-bordered Green Pea. This site has huge 
potential and has been well trapped in the past, so is likely to feature again in our planning.

Our National Moth Night event was held in Foxley Wood on 11th June. We were 
lucky that this was organised on perhaps the first suitable night of the year; we set 7 traps 
in different habitats within the wood. The weather overnight was sultry so expectations 
were high for a good catch. The focus this year was on hawk moths and in this area it was 
disappointing with only two species Poplar (11) and Eyed (1) recorded. However, the 35 
people attending were treated to a total 290 macro moths of 57 species. Other highlights 
included a Brindled White Spot, three Beautiful Golden Y, a Lobster Moth, two Coxcomb 
Prominent and a Peach Blossom. The 44 Ingrailed Clay (Fig. 6 page 21) of every form and 
colour provided interesting discussion points. Our thanks go to NWT’s Steve Collin for 
facilitating this event and for leading a group walk around the site after the moth opening.

The next trip on 2nd July was to our reserve at Catfield, where the RSPB had kindly 
put several traps out in the marsh the previous evening. We recorded 60 species including 
multiple Lempke’s Gold Spot (Fig. 7 page21), the RDB3 species and Broadland speciality 
Dotted Footman, a Silver Hook and a couple each of the local Grey Arches and Minor 
Shoulder-knot. We were also lucky to have both Swallowtails and Norfolk Hawkers flying 
about in the temporary car park as we were packing up.

Our final specialised trip was back to the Brecks at Middle Harling Heath on 13th 
July. Unfortunately, due to the torrential rain overnight only two of the traps which had 
been put out actually worked, which is a pity given how good the site had been in 2015.  
We still managed to see some very special moths including Satin Beauty, Bordered White 
and Lackey and in the better mid-morning weather, day flying moths including a couple of 
Foresters and several Six spotted Burnets. Meanwhile, a visit to a managed heath nearby 
produced some 15 of the UK BAP species Basil Thyme Case Bearer Coleophora tricolor. It 
seems this count may be the largest ever recorded at one time as it is a scarce, limited range 
species – several did however pose obligingly for identification purposes and photographs 
and our observations of the kind of habitat they seem to prefer should hopefully add to the 
knowledge of how to create conditions to best conserve the species. Just reward for those 
who ignored the local conditions and came anyway!

The general improvement in weather in July resulted in improved catches being 
recorded but this was largely away from coastal locations. Numbers of both species and 
catches stayed quite low but there were some species such as Bird-cherry Ermine which 
did well, as did Black Rustic and Green-brindled Crescent later in the autumn, at least 
locally. Finally mention must be made of Large Wainscot numbers at Cley NWT where 149 
crammed themselves into one small heath trap set in the old marsh mid-October!

It was a reasonable year for migrants with Kent Black Arches, Silver Y, Dark 
Swordgrass, Rush Veneers and Rusty-dot Pearl all present in decent numbers, probably 
augmented by Large Yellow Underwings which arrived at the same time. Tree-lichen 
Beauty continues to creep into the south of the County while Scarce Bordered Straw 
and the beautiful micro Palpita vitrealis also made an appearance. There were a few 
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New Moth for Norfolk – An Unexpected Find

Hummingbird Hawkmoths but the star hawkmoth this autumn was Convolvulus with 
many being reported, often nectaring at Tobacco plants. If you didn’t get one, stock up on 
nicotiana plants next year, just in case it’s another invasion year.

Real rarities appeared as well with double-figure Dewick’s Plusia (Fig.5 page 21), 
including at least 3 in one garden. This species is apparently expanding its range and as its 
food plant is nettles seems likely to be a more regular feature here.

Several moths new or notable for Norfolk this year included a number from light 
traps such as Cypress Pug and Cypress Carpet both spreading from the south plus Cereal-
stem Moth (Ochsenheimeria vacculella) and the attractive Beautiful Marbled, while 
diligent local searching of suitable habitat found numbers of the previously extremely 
rare Bluebell Conch (Hysterophora maculosana). Others were found by checking leaf 
mines, eg Ectoedemia arcuatella (Strawberry Pigmy) and Elachista gangabella (Yellow-
barred Dwarf). Other new/notable  micros included Tebenna micalis, Elachista stabilella, 
Gravitarmata margarotana and Cydia strobiella.

Garden centres are now proving an interesting source of new species with one major 
discoverey this year from Costessey of the recently named adventive Herb Emerald which 
is more at home round the Mediterranean. Even more exotic from the same source was the 
charmingly named Florida Pink Scavenger (Anatrachyntis badia) from Florida (Fig. 8 page 
21). It seems likely some of these species may become established (as, for example, the 
very common Light Brown Apple Moth has) so keep an eye out for Yellow Peach Moth, 
Phyllocnistis citrella (Citrus leaf miner), Thaumatotibia leucotreta (False Codling Moth) 
and Prays citri (Citrus Flower Moth).

Judy Dunmore
When Giles went out in his dressing gown to switch off our moth trap on the 

morning of Sunday 16th September he noticed a moth on the outside of the trap he 
didn’t immediately recognise. He made haste to pot it up for me to see. However, being 
a carpet species, it was typically uncooperative and flew off over his head. On checking 
the identification he realised not only that it was a Cypress Carpet (Fig. 1 page 21) which 
we had seen on the Scilly Isles two years’ ago, but also that it had never been recorded in 
Norfolk – the nearest site being in Suffolk in 2011 – horror he had let it escape! I digested 
this sorry tale whilst having my morning cup of tea in bed and lamented his clumsy potting 
attempt. 

After breakfast we both went out to open up the trap and, on looking around the 
walls, gate etc for any moths that might have settled there, eureka I found it sitting on the 
top crossrail of the gate. I immediately took a photograph before attempting to put it in a 
clean pot ready for any visitors to see. Carpet-type species are as good as impossible to put 
out for others to take their own photographs so a clean pot was absolutely essential. The 
news was disseminated via social media and we spent the day entertaining visitors with 
tea and coffee. After eight years of moth trapping fairly regularly in what is a somewhat 
exposed site under Beeston Bump in Sheringham, it was great to be rewarded with such a 
find. We heard later another was trapped at a Suffolk coastal site on the same night, so it 
was probably a migrant.



A Trip to Burgundy 2016
Judy Dunmore

Having taken three long-haul trips in 2015, this year Giles and I decided to holiday 
nearer to home. In the past we regularly drove to France, usually camping with Canvas 
Holidays. This time we booked two cottages in the Burgundy area – a part of France we 
visited on our first trip back in 1983. We knew that late June/early July would not be 
an ideal time for butterflies but we wanted to avoid the school holidays. We chose the 
properties with moth trapping in mind, looking for suitable gardens and rural settings well 
away from any vineyards. 

We were not disappointed. The first house (NW of Dijon) was on the edge of a 
hamlet surrounded by pasture and hay meadows. It was extremely comfortable but with an 
unkempt garden ideal for our purposes. We have had the opportunity to open moth traps 
with other people a few times elsewhere in Europe but this time we were on our own. We 
just took our small Heath battery-operated actinic trap and each morning had the delight of 
seeing what was in the trap and whether it was identifiable from our usual book. During the 
week we trapped 85 macro species, many of which we only occasionally see at home. Our 
new moths here included Bordered Gothic (Fig. 4), Passenger, Plum Lappet and Speckled 
Beauty. Marbled Whites and Heath Fritillaries visited the garden and the lanes nearby as 
well as other common species. Out one day we came across a Lesser Purple Emperor near 
a canal and on other days saw Silver-washed and Marbled Fritillaries.

We then moved further south into the Morvan National Park. This property was 
away from the village and bordered by a fish farm. The garden was very large but more 
manicured; again the surrounding area was mainly used for cattle. We placed the trap in 
a different spot each night and awoke each morning with anticipation of what we would 
find. Many of the species were similar but here we trapped Pine-tree Lappet (Fig. 2) and 
Fox Moth as well as Broom Moth and Orache (Fig. 3). Three species – Sprinkled Rustic, 
Streaked Wave and Minor Shoulder-knot had to wait identification until we could take 
advice on our return.  

We spent most mornings searching the National Park for butterflies but, although 
there were plenty about, there were very few different species. Again lots of Marbled 
Whites, an abundance of Heath Fritillaries and Pearly Heaths, some Black-veined Whites 
and some very tatty Small Pearl Bordered Fritillaries, but little else of real interest. One 
Large Tortoiseshell brought us to a grand total of 29 butterfly species in the two weeks. 
However, an overall total of 113 moth species certainly wetted our appetite to repeat the 
experience in a different area another year, next time hopefully seeing more butterflies. 

Fig. 1: Cypress Carpet by Judy Dunmore (article on page 19)
Fig. 2: Pine-tree Lappet by Judy Dunmore

Fig. 3: Orache by Judy Dunmore
Fig. 4: Bordered Gothic by Judy Dunmore

Fig. 5: Dewick’s Plusia by David Norgate (article on page 17)
Fig. 6: Ingrailed Clay at Foxley Wood by Mike Gasson (article on page 17)

Fig. 7: Lempkes Gold spot at Catfield Fen by Greg Bond (article on page 17)
Fig. 8: Florida Pink Scavenger (Anatrachyntis badia) by Matthew Casey 

(article on page 17)
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Simon Spencer
I am very lucky that my wife loves looking at butterflies and really appreciates the 

great places that it takes us in Europe. Not everyone is quite so lucky and I suspect that 
there are also female butterfly watchers whose husbands are not that keen on walking up 
mountains but it is usually the other way round. Most British holiday makers head for the 
coast and are after sun and sea and a bit of relaxation.

If a compromise is to be had and a butterfly holiday is also to be enjoyed by the other 
half then with a little thought it can be arranged. Greece is a popular tourist destination and 
has some wonderful beaches but most tourists go to the islands or Crete where the butterfly 
fauna is limited. Crete only has 60 species but does have 4 endemics. Mainland Greece has 
a few resorts in the tourist brochures and has many more butterflies. There is Parga in the 
north west, Stoupa in the south of the Peloponnese and Pelion and Halkidiki in the north. 
One of our favourite resorts is Olympiada about an hour’s drive east of Thessaloniki but it 
has very few Brits.

Timing
Timing is also very important. I favour September when the magnificent Two-tailed 

Pasha (Charaxes jasius) has its second flight period (the other one is in May). This is 
one of Europe’s most spectacular butterflies and is a coastal specialist feeding as a larva 
on Strawberry trees (Arbutus sp). It is the only European example of the family Charaxes 
which is common in the tropics. September is also a good time to see another beautiful 
butterfly the Plain Tiger (Danaus chrysippus). This species is markedly coastal and does 
not tolerate cold or frost.  It is a continuous breeder and we were amazed to see about 300 
fresh specimens nectaring on some Tamarisk trees near Stoupa in September last year.

Eastern Aegean
With the current troubles in the Eastern Aegean one might think twice about going to 

Lesbos and Samos. The migrant crisis has probably ruined them as a tourist destination but 
they do have some good butterflies. Samos has its own Grayling (Hipparchia mersina) and 
the Orange-banded Hairstreak (Satyrium ledereri) which is a bit of a climb as well as 
Eastern Brown Argus (Kretania euripilus). It is also a good place to see Southern Swal-
lowtail (Papilio alexanor).

Mainland Greece
You will see a lot of the common Greek butterflies on or near the Greek coast. The 

Southern Comma (Polygonia egea) is usually common and the Southern White Admiral 
(Limenitis reducta) with its single row of dots flies until September. Two skippers are 
decidedly coastal – Pygmy Skipper (Gegenes pumilio) and Mediterranean Skipper 
(Gegenes nostrodamus) but can also be found inland. Pygmy Skipper is more common 
and likes dry rocky places like dry river beds and beaches.

A Butterfly Holiday Your Partner Will Enjoy

Top: The widespread Southern White Admiral (Limenitis reducta). The underside shows 
a single row of black dots.

Bottom: Southern Swallowtail (Papilio alexanor) on Samos. (Photo by Nigel Peace)

Photos by Nigel Peace
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From the coast of the mainland you can take a trip inland quite quickly and visit some 
of the more mountainous areas for the day. Depending on the time of year you will have a 
chance to see some of Greece’s 230 species. In July and August it makes a welcome change 
from the 40°C or more on the coast.  Archaeological sites are often good for butterflies and 
often have Tree Grayling (Hipparchia statilinus). Roadside springs with their excellent 
drinking water often are good places to stop to see mud puddling blues. A good lunch in a 
taverna will give you the opportunity to spot Geranium Bronze (Cacyreus marshali) on 
the potted geraniums and watch the Scarce Swallowtail (Iphiclides podalirius) drifting by.

Records
If you do go to Greece we have a useful recording form for Greece as an Excel 

spreadsheet on the www.bc-eig.org.uk website under ‘countries’ and Lazaros Pamperis 
our colleague in Greece will be glad of your records. For those that visit Greece regularly 
or live there part of the year Lazaros and I are planning an EIG initiative for butterfly 
monitoring in Greece in 2017 and we wish to engage with ex patriot communities there to 
encourage people to record butterflies.  

I can be contacted by email: cerisyi@btinternet.com. 

Kevin Radley
Some individuals in their quest to get a ‘picture’ or to ‘create’ the perfect photo 

appear unable to consider anyone or anything else: witness the ‘scrums’ that take place in 
June each year in a particular Strumpshaw garden. Even the paparazzi would be proud of 
their attempts to capture images of Swallowtails as they go about their daily business of 
nectaring on the Sweet Williams kindly provided for them. 

When in a group – never a good thing in photography – someone always has the wrong 
lens on the day: ‘I’ve only got my 55 and I really need my 250-400’ can regularly be 
overheard. Worse still, a ‘smart phone’ is being used as a camera. To obtain any kind of 
close-up photo with one of these instruments, the user is required to be almost touching the 
insect, blocking the views of everyone else and causing the butterfly to ‘exit stage left’. I 
have yet to witness anyone trying to take a dreaded ‘selfie’ with a butterfly, but I suspect 
that delightful day is not too far off.

Unfortunately, not everyone who takes photos of butterflies is a naturalist, or is remotely 
interested in their ecology. A few years ago, at another nature reserve where Swallowtails 
occur, on an area clearly designated ‘out of bounds’, human tracks were discovered heading 
onto the marshes in every direction, leading to Flag Irises on which the Swallowtails nectar.  
Around these flowers the vegetation, which included the larval food plant (Milk Parsley), 
had been indiscriminately trampled and crushed. It looked as though a herd of the RSPB’s 
Highland Cattle had been let loose all in the pursuit of a better photograph.

Not for a moment am I suggesting the culprits were members of Butterfly Conservation, 
but if you wish to trample the flowers in your garden border to ‘explore composition’ and 
seek out your ‘artful bokeh’ that’s fine; but when in wild places, mind where you put your 
feet, and please, pay a little respect to the habitat and it’s occupants.

Another Top Tip
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Table 1: 2015 Totals for Four Months (rank shown in brackets)

May June July August Total
Small Skipper 0 2 182 (7) 55 (9) 239 (9)
Essex Skipper 0 0 89 (10) 42 131

Small/Essex Skipper 0 0 84 9 93
Large Skipper 0 10 (8) 61 23 94

Clouded Yellow 1 0 0 2 3
Brimstone 7 (9) 3 1 10 21

Large White 8 (7) 10 (8) 456 (5) 559 (1) 1033 (5)
Small White 19 (2) 16 (6) 524 (4) 554 (2) 1113 (3)

Green-veined White 16 (3) 9 (10) 107 (9) 101 (6) 233 (9)
Orange Tip 38 (1) 2 0 0 40

Green Hairstreak 2 0 0 0 0
Purple Hairstreak 0 0 0 0 0

White-letter Hairstreak 0 0 0 0 0
Small Copper 4 0 5 7 16
Common Blue 0 7 3 63 (8) 73

Holly Blue 8 (7) 1 1 43 53
Brown Argus 0 0 0 1 1

White Admiral 0 0 6 4 10
Red Admiral 2 18 (5) 206 (6) 40 266 (6)
Painted Lady 1 7 13 22 43

Small Tortoiseshell 14 (5) 31 (3) 156 (8) 35 236 (8)
Peacock 15 (4) 4 31 112 (5) 162 (10)
Comma 0 0 18 17 35

Silver-washed Fritillary 0 0 0 0 0
Speckled Wood 14 (5) 28 (4) 10 46 (10) 98

Wall 4 4 2 17 27
Grayling 0 0 0 0 0

Gatekeeper 0 3 604 (3) 497 (3) 1104 (4)
Meadow Brown 4 248 (1) 1444 (1) 306 (4) 2002 (1)

Small Heath 2 11 (7) 6 10 29
Ringlet 0 38 (2) 1038 (2) 65 (7) 1141 (2)
Total 159 452 5047 2640 8298
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Table 2: Summary of Data for July and August
2012 2013 2014 2015

Total Species 23 27 27 25
Number of Squares 29 33 35 31

Number of Visits 54 63 65 55
Average Count per Visit 56 141 90 92

Julian Bull (WCBS Co-ordinator)
The usual spring butterflies were seen: the common Pierids, Small Tortoiseshell, 

Peacock and Speckled Wood, although numbers of all of these were down on 2014. No 
Common Blues were recorded but a number of Holly Blues were; there were also some 
early Meadow Browns. June was a disappointing month, with most species down on the 
previous year, the situation only being relieved by a strong showing of Meadow Brown. 

Numbers in July were also down in most species except Large White, Small White 
and Red Admiral. Also Ringlet, which hardly showed in 2014, had a really good season. 
In August 2014 butterflies never fully recovered after a cool spell but in August 2015 
they fared better. Overall, totals were down again, although thankfully not as badly as the 
terrible season of 2012.  However, the average count per visit held up which is perhaps 
a truer measure of abundance. There was a lack of diversity. Apart from two Green 
Hairstreaks no Fritillaries, Hairstreaks or Graylings were recorded; and there were very few 
Clouded Yellows.

Tables 1 shows totals for the four months (rank shown in brackets), including all 
records from both BC and BTO.  

Tables 2 & 3 show the analysis of BC records for July and August only, on the same 
basis as in previous years.  

The number of squares covered and the number of visits were both down a little.  
This must in part be due to the weather being inclement at times when people were due 
to go out. As always special thanks go to all volunteers listed below, without whom this 
valuable scheme would not happen.

BC Recorders:  Gerald Fletcher, Philip Parker, Jonathan Dossitor, Julian Bull, D and K 
Moss, Richard Hoe, Alison Haines, Judith Wells, Ajay Tegala, Janet Metcalf, S.Bashforth, 
David Longden, Judy & Giles Dunmore, Fiona Jolliffe, Angela Woodrow, Derek Longe, 
Michelle Duddy, Colin Ward, Alan Dawson, Peter Cawley, Ruth Cole, Ann & Bob 
Carpenter, Allan Kerr, Leslie Bovey, and Helen Hepburn, Robert Burrell, Stephanie Evans, 
Sally Tily, Philip Matthews, BE and YL Anderson.

BTO Recorders:  Simon Levene, Kathy Gay, John Wareham, Graham Upton, Mike Harcup, 
Frank Mitchell, Dave Jones, Kevan Brett, Marian Rowe, Michelle Chapman, Caroline 
Spinks, Appelton & Gill, Kath Warner, Sarah Harris.
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Table 3: Occupancy & Abundance Data for July & August 2012-2015
Occupancy (%) Abundance (%)

2012 2013 2014 2015 2012 2013 2014 2015
Small Skipper 24 36 54 65 35 116 136 197 (6)

Essex Skipper 14 24 23 35 9 38 153 80 (10)
Small/Essex Skipper 41 55 89 42 94 161 (9) 209 (9) 58

Large Skipper 51 64 54 39 50 (9) 122 131 70
Clouded Yellow 12 3 3 8 1 1

Brimstone 3 21 11 13 1 7 5 9
Large White 83 88 89 94 187 (4) 978 (4) 301 (5) 476 (5)
Small White 86 100 91 97 149 (5) 1316 (3) 415 (4) 641 (4)

Green-veined White 58 76 69 68 134 (6) 334 (8) 292 (7) 137 (7)
Orange Tip

Green Hairstreak 3 2
Purple Hairstreak 9 9 7 5

White-letter Hairstreak 3 1
Small Copper 21 39 20 16 10 25 20 11
Common Blue 10 55 37 39 5 147 (10) 81 56

Holly Blue 17 12 11 23 8 9 4 18

Brown Argus 6 11 3 8 16 1
White Admiral 7 9 6 10 5 4 3 10
Red Admiral 55 33 80 42 61 (7) 18 93 34
Painted Lady 3 21 20 45 1 18 9 24

Small Tortoiseshell 21 100 91 58 32 565 (6) 536 (3) 133 (8)
Peacock 45 91 66 68 49 (10) 432 (7) 178 (10) 83 (9)
Comma 62 55 57 32 54 (8) 45 62 31

Silver-washed Fritillary 3 1 0
Speckled Wood 69 61 63 48 49 (10) 100 231 (8) 44

Wall 10 18 17 13 9 17 55 19
Grayling 3 2

Gatekeeper 100 91 91 97 442 (3) 750 (5) 839 (2) 822 (3)
Meadow Brown 100 100 94 97 939 (1) 2135 (1) 1724 (1) 1255 

(1)
Small Heath 14 12 9 13 16 19 15 16

Ringlet 86 88 86 81 664 (2) 1519 (2) 293 (6) 826 (2)
Total 3004 8899 5818 5054
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Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey 2016
Julian Bull (WCBS Co-ordinator)

By the time this is published the season will be drawing to a close so I hope you 
volunteers have all had successful and enjoyable experience and can submit your details 
on time. I hope those new to the scheme have managed to fulfil their tasks as promised. 
Advertising earlier in the year in the press and by The Norfolk Wildlife Trust produced few 
responses so those who did come forward are particularly welcome.

If you have not been involved before and are interested in becoming a volunteer for 2017 
please contact Alan Dawson (aandcdawson@talktalk.net  01603 454092) to ask for details. 
The minimum requirement is to walk the route in your allocated square once in July and 
once in August, although many volunteers do other months as well. Each visit should take 
about an hour, so the task is not too onerous.

Richard Stewart
No doubt many members will have been saddened by news of the death of Dr. Martin 

George on 5th June 2016. He and his wife lived at Marsh Cottage, Strumpshaw, close to 
the path at the end of the long lane leading into the RSPB reserve. For many years, in 
fact decades, they have placed a sign by the path, inviting visitors to see and photograph 
swallowtails closely, by walking the whole length of their front garden border. This 
contains many good nectar plants, especially Dames’ Violet and Sweet William, attracting 
swallowtails and other species in from the nearby reserve. Martin George was for many 
years the Nature Conservancy’s regional officer in East Anglia, the author of the influential 
‘The Land Use, Ecology And Nature Conservation Of Broadland’, the first person to 
suggest Strumpshaw Fen became a reserve and a Broadland authority who was consulted 
by the local media even after his retirement. He was awarded an OBE for his services to 
nature conservation. I got to know him over many years as he liked to stop working and 
have a chat. He told me there had been a few negative results from their generous offer: 
someone knocking on their front door to ask for a cup of tea and a family having a picnic 
in their orchard. However, some positive results had included talking to a visitor from 
Northamptonshire during which he admitted to not having seen a Purple Emperor. He 
was given detailed information of a good site and they subsequently were successful, also 
seeing egg-laying.

There were very full obituaries in both the Eastern Daily Press and the East Anglian Daily 
Times, including Swallowtail photos taken in the garden. I had a brief chat with Mrs. 
George after his death, she was looking at dragonflies on the reserve, and I got the distinct 
impression that the welcome sign would continue in future years, as long as the family 
lived at Marsh Cottage. Some of my best Swallowtail photos have been taken there and 
I would imagine that for some visitors their front garden border was the first place where 
they saw this magnificent butterfly. 

Swallowtails At Strumpshaw Fen
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More Entries from the 2016 Photographic Competition
Fig. 1: Swallowtail in Vercors, France by Harry Faull
Fig. 2: Brimstone & Bee by Paul High
Fig. 3: Male Dark Green Fritillary at Burnham Overy Dunes by Judith Wells
Fig. 4: Silver-studded Blues by Roger Fay
Fig. 5: Apollo by Paul High
Fig. 6: Chalkhill Blues by Paul High
Fig. 7: Brown Argus at Springhead Hill, Sussex  by Harry Faull
Fig. 8: Apollo in Vercors, France by Harry Faull
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Roger Hooper
Two of our most familiar butterflies, the Large and the Small White, may soon be 

helping to increase the efficiency of solar panels, which are one of the main providers of 
renewable energy. You are no doubt aware that, if looking for butterflies on a cloudy day, 
the white species are often the first to be seen, sometimes by quite a margin of time. This 
ability to be first to warm-up and take flight gives them first access to the nectar in nearby 
flowers, well ahead of any rivals. What is it about white species that allows them to do this?

This was the question a team of researchers from Exeter University asked 
themselves. The answer, they found, was in the way the butterfly holds its wings when 
basking. The ‘V’ shaped posture adopted by both the ‘cabbage whites’ on cloudy days 
reflects more solar energy to the butterfly’s thorax, allowing it to warm up much faster and 
so warming the flight muscles within it.

Their discoveries clearly had potential in the solar energy field. Researchers 
replicated the posture of the butterflies in a solar panel and found that the overall power 
to weight ratio of the solar structure was increased 17 fold, thus making it vastly more 
efficient. Lead author of the research, Professor Tapas Malick explains: “Biomimicry in 
engineering is not new. However, this truly multi-disciplinary research shows pathways to 
develop low-cost solar power that have not been done before”.

The fact that ‘cabbage white’ butterflies were on the wing before other species 
showed that somehow they limited the time it took to warm up to flying temperature. 
The ‘V’ shaped posturing they adopted, known as reflectance basking, maximises the 
concentration of  solar energy onto the thorax. Specific sub-structures within the butterfly’s 
wings allow light from the sun to be reflected most efficiently ensuring the flight muscles 
are ready in as short a time as possible.

The scientists then investigated how to replicate the wings to develop a new, 
lightweight reflective material that could be used in solar energy production. The team 
found that the optimal angle at which the butterfly should hold its wings was 17 degrees. 
This angle increased the temperature of the panel material by 7.3 degreesC compared to 
when the wings were flat. They also found that by replicating the simple mono-layer of 
scale cells found in the butterfly wings in solar energy producers they could vastly improve 
the power-to-weight ratio of future solar concentrators, making them much more efficient.

So, the lowly ‘cabbage whites’ could go from villain to hero in one step. From 
agricultural pest to a solar saviour that could play a part in fighting global warming, the 
single biggest threat to bio-diversity on earth.

White Butterflies Hold a Solar Secret
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Plain Tigers (Danaus chrysippus), Stoupa, 25th September 2015
Photo by Anne Spencer (See article on page 22)


